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ABSTRACT
Although first demonstrators for speech to speech
translation have been presented, they are still ‘show cases’
with lacking robustness  for everyday usage. This lacking
robustness is caused by the insufficient performance of the
building blocks  of speech to speech translation systems
i.e. of speech recognition, spoken language translation and
speech synthesis.
In the context of a phonetic conference  the question arises
if phonetic knowledge can contribute to improve
substantially speech to speech translation technology. This
paper addresses this problem and gives an introduction to
the ICPhS  symposium ‘the role of phonetics in speech to
speech translation’. Based on a review on the current use
of phonetic knowledge in speech to speech translation
technology and based on a review of  unsolved problems
in speech recognition, synthesis and spoken language
translation  this paper emphasize the need of suited
language resources and the need for a research in the
articulatory acoustic space.

1. Introduction
Current demonstrators of speech to speech translation
show lacking robustness  for everyday usage due to the
insufficient performance of their underlying speech
technologies i.e. speech recognition, spoken language
translation and speech synthesis. For conversational
speech word error rates of about 30% are observed in
advanced speech recognition systems. Even for very
narrow domains state of the art approaches for spoken
language translation give poor results (e.g. 30% - 50% of
translated utterances are semantically wrong). For speech
synthesis several hours of recorded speech is needed to
achieve acceptable speech quality, because the technology
to generate and manipulate speech segments without
audible distortions has still to be developed.
 In the context of a phonetic conference  as the ICPhS the
question arises if phonetic knowledge can contribute to
improve substantially speech to speech translation
technology.
The paper gives an overview, how phonetic knowledge is
used in current speech to speech translation systems and
what future role phonetics could play.

2. The goals of  research in speech to speech
translation

Speech to Speech translation (SST) is  based on the  SST
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onents:

utomated) speech recognition:  ASR

oken language translation: SLT

ext to) speech synthesis: TTS

 research on these components is focused on
ving their functionality i.e. minimizing the error rate
R, improving the translation quality in SLT and
ving speech quality in TTS. In the past it has been
n that evaluation campaigns (e.g. evaluation
igns within the various DARPA research projects)

 on given evaluation criteria have driven progress in
h technology significantly.

o this fact success of research in these fields is
 measured using the evaluation criteria:

ord error rate in ASR

ord based translation quality  in SLT ( e.g. the
utomatic evaluation criteria based on the BLEU
istance measure)

uality of speech ( e.g. mean opinion score ( MOS ) in
TS )

ed research on ASR, SLT, TTS is focused on making
SST-technologies applicable. Success in applied

ch is measured mainly using the evaluation criteria:

rogress in minimizing memory and computational
sources needed for implementation on given

latforms (e.g. mobile devices)

rogress in minimizing effort to transfer SST-
omponents to other languages

these ‘applied’ evaluation criteria are driven by
ercial needs high quality research is needed [1].

Phonetic knowledge used in speech to speech
translation

g in mind the question, what role plays phonetic
ledge in SST technology, a starting point is a review
phonetic knowledge has been and is incorporated in
SLT and TTS systems. In order to achieve progress
T research the potential contribution of phonetic
ledge is tested concerning it’s impact on the
tion criteria mentioned above.



To start this section first some remarks from Jan van
Santen [2], which are guided by a phonetic perspective, is
given. Starting with his definition of Phonetics:

 Phonetics is a science concerned with finding acoustic,
articulatory and perceptional regularities in human
speech

he notes:

First it should be noticed that phonetics and speech
technology focus on the same topic, spoken language. Yet
these fields remain quite separate and little cross
fertilization takes place. The phonetic community has not
focused on questions most relevant for speech technology,
while the speech technology community has not developed
algorithms and data structures that are optimally receptive
for the incorporation of phonetic knowledge.

The perspective from the speech technology community is
somewhat different due to the experiences made in
research in ASR and TTS. In the first DARPA projects on
ASR the prominent ASR systems as the ANGEL-system
[3] were deeply influenced by using explicit phonetic
knowledge. Phonetic knowledge was encoded in rules.
Due to this fact, such systems were called ‘rule based’. An
example for such a rule is: if the  first three formants are in
the range of  [a, b] ,[c, d], [e, f] and the second formant is
rising then  a transition from vowel x to consonant y
happens.  At that time also the first statistic approaches [4]
- nowadays called HMM technology - were developed,
which turned out to achieve much lower error rates on the
same task. The HMM-technology uses large databases of
speech [5] with ‘phonetic annotations’  containing some
basic phonetic knowledge in an explicit form. This
phonetic knowledge is used to train acoustic models i.e.
the HMM’s , which represent distributions describing the
relation between speech spectra and phonemes in a
statistical manner. To summarize in  HMM-technology
following explicit phonetic knowledge is used

- speech is a sequence of phonemes, which can be
decoded as a chain of words using appropriate
pronunciation lexica

- the features describing phonemes are embedded in
speech spectra.

- Orthographic (and phoneme) transcription of an
utterance annotated in a training database relates to
the acoustic-phonemic description of an utterance

In the statistic ASR approaches no further explicit
phonetic knowledge (e.g. the correspondence of  formant
structure to phonemes) is encoded.

A similar situation can be observed in speech synthesis.
The first synthesis systems were based on formant or
articulatory models. The quality achieved was not
acceptable for general use. Nowadays the acoustic part of
high quality TTS systems where strings of phonemes
enriched with symbolic prosodic markers ( ‘accented
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 , recordings of several hours of speech from
ed speakers are used [6]. These speech corpora are
ated by using explicit phonetic knowledge. The
ation concerns the sequence of phonemes spoken,
rs describing the prosodic structure of an utterance
OS information. To synthesize  a given accented
me string fitting speech units are cut out from the
ated speech corpus and are concatenated with as few
sible manipulation with respect to prosodic features
itch, duration and loudness. Nowadays prosodic
ulation lead to more or less audible distortions, as
is insufficient phonetic knowledge, how these
ulations can be done without distortions.

 symbolic part of high quality TTS systems, where
aphemes are transformed in accented phonemes and
corresponding prosodic structure, some explicit
tic and linguistic knowledge is used. Currently most
ormation in the symbolic part are based on statistic
fiers as neural nets. The classifier are trained with
ated corpora using the incorporated phonetic and
stic knowledge. To determine the pronunciation of
wn words also neural nets can be used, which are
d with large pronunciation  lexica.

 context of spoken language translation few research
een done using phonetic knowledge. Within the
an project Verbmobil [7] prosodic information (
ic boundaries and accent) is used for syntactic and
tic disambiguation. To classify prosodic boundaries
er with accent neural nets and language models were
[8], which are trained from annotated speech
ses containing the needed phonetic and linguistic

ledge.

mmarize we observe that explicit and implicit
tic knowledge is used in SST technology. Explicit
tic knowledge is used in form of pronunciation
 and annotated corpora. Implicit phonetic knowledge
d in the form to answer the question ‘what acoustic
ntactic features contribute to certain target cues’.
ples of target cues are phonemes or prosodic
aries. Mostly the transformation from features to
 cues is performed using statistic classifiers as
v models or neural networks. To train the classifiers

priate annotated corpora containing explicit phonetic
ledge are used.

 Current and future role of phonetics in
speech to speech translation

ation of language resources
ted above speech corpora with various annotations

ronunciation lexica  play an important role in speech
logy.  Nowadays those corpora are called language
ces. Many existing language resources are made
ble via the language resource distribution centers
  [11]  and LDC [12]. For applied research - with
cus to extend existing SST components to other



languages – large, mostly  EU funded projects were
launched to create needed language resources for many
languages. In the project LC-STAR [9] large
pronunciation lexica of common words and names are
generated. In the various SpeechDat projects [10] large
annotated speech corpora needed to train HMM’s were
collected from several thousands of speakers.

 In the large basic research projects as the DARPA, the
Verbmobil and the Japanese ATR projects many annotated
speech corpora have been created which were suited for
basic research in speech technologies.

In the creation process of language resources needed for
applied and basic research many phoneticians  were
involved to bring in explicit phonetic knowledge. To
reduce the effort needed to generate the large amount of
needed language resources suited tools have been
developed to generate fast and with high quality the
requested data. Those tools support the generation of
annotations in a semi automatic way using explicit and
implicit phonetic knowledge.  All these activities
generated a new field of research – language resources –
which has it’s forum in the newly established conference
LREC  [11].

In future more language resources are needed covering
more languages and addressing specific research areas in
speech technology.  A forum for specifying those
extensions could be the planed project TC-STAR
(technology and corpora for speech to speech translation)
[13].

Research areas where specific annotated language
resources could be  needed are:

ASR: Nowadays the word error rate for recognizing
conversational (spontaneous) speech is in the order of
30%. One reason may be explained by strong
coarticulation effects, which cause a more or less
deviation from canonic pronunciation. In [14] it is shown
that for conversational speech the information (entropy)
needed to predict the spoken sequence of phonemes from
the canonic form is as large as the information needed to
predict the next word in an arbitrary sentence. To solve
this problem adequate (statistic) pronunciation models
have to developed which are better fitting to
conversational speech. To train such models large
conversational speech corpora annotated on phoneme level
are needed. Within this symposium the paper [15] shows,
how pronunciation modeling can be done using suited
corpora, rules for coarticulation and the frame work of
weighted finite state transducers.  A further research area
in ASR is feature extraction. Current features are very
basic describing roughly the shape of the short term power
spectrum in the range of 10 – 30 ms. These features are
speaker dependent. From phonetics the distinctive features
are known representing a speaker independent set. The
problem is, how to extract theses features from the speech
signal. The paper [17] describes an approach, where
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ical models (MLPs), whose output is used as
ntional features in HMM-technology. This approach
 be further refined, provided sufficient annotated data
ilable.

Looking at the catalogues of LDC and ELRA their is
eral lack in suited speech databases, from which
tic voices could be generated. The need of

priate corpora is shown in this symposium. In the
  [16] where the symbolic prosody is generated data
 from annotated text, the need of specific language
ces is described.

 topic could be voice conversion , where the TTS
 should provide a ‘translated’ voice, which should
 the input voice of the SST system with respect to
eaker characteristic and prosody. For this research

ated speech data from bilingual speakers is needed.

here the general lack of suited language resources
 be overcome.

iculatory phonetic knowledge
ated above in TTS the prosodic manipulation of
h units is an unsolved problem. Even small prosodic
ulations lead to audible distortions. The reason may

at the modified speech is not consistent with the
lying articulatory process. In order to improve this
on articulatory research should be intensified to get
 in the fields:

vestigation of the correlation between the
rticulatory and the acoustic space to allow
anipulation of speech without distortions

rticulatory acoustic models for speaker specific and
motional synthesis for voice conversion

ps in future articulatory speech synthesis will be the
ant speech synthesis technology outperforming the
t  concatenative approach.

ASR could further benefit from articulatory
ledge. This was recently demonstrated by the so
 vocal tract length normalization technology, which
e presented in this symposium by H. Ney.

4. CONCLUSIONS

nt ASR, TTS and SLT systems  are based on data
 statistic approaches which use phonetic knowledge.
y the knowledge is encoded in annotations of
age resources, which are used to train statistical
ls (data driven approach). Also some basic explicit
tic knowledge is incorporated in the structure of the
ic models. In future much more language resources
eded to improve current speech technology. In the

ss to make the annotations nearly automatically
nt tools are needed. With those tools the usefulness



for incorporating phonetic knowledge can be tested.

Especially the speech synthesis shows that their is a lack
in phonetic knowledge to manipulate prosodic features of
speech segments. Here a focused research on the relation
between articulatory constraints and acoustic correlates
could help.
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